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2019 Columnists
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range of sales issues, specifically, the hot topics that are the most relevant and indeed, the
most significant.
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Are We Losing “People Skills?”
I suspect that we are all
acutely aware that
achievement levels – or
quota attainment if you
prefer – have been declining for a number
of years. It doesn’t matter which set of
statistics we absorb, only 57%, 52% or 50%
of frontline sales professionals are making
their numbers.
nterestingly or possibly worryingly, whilst, like
you, I have seen these figures quoted hundreds
of times, I have yet to read anything which
provides a diagnosis for this malaise, let alone offers
a suggested cure.
Most sales people in most industries receive at
least a modicum of training in the basic skills. By
basic I mean, negotiation, planning, presentation,
business development etc. They also receive
detailed instructions on how to use whatever sales
process tools their company has chosen to
implement. The lucky few will also receive regular
coaching from a qualified manager, who will assist

I
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them to build on their strengths and eliminate
weaknesses.
In examining the personal traits of the most
successful frontline sales professionals it is quite
possible that a trait might also be described as a skill
quite simply because the former can be developed,
and it really is a subjective exercise.
However, my focus within this editorial is on
personal traits or as I prefer to call them, people skills
because these are not being taught and are in fact
being relegated to the annals of history, as more and
more of our commercial relationships are being
conducted online. That, in turn, is removing a very
high percentage of the human element, which used
to be so important in a sellerbuyer interaction. How
important? In an industry where playing fields have
never been more level, it is a huge differentiator.
The Internet has given us so many advantages
and I really cannot imagine life without it, can you?
But as with all things in life, there has to be balance,
which means there are disadvantages. When I think
about the most important people skill of all, I always
reach the conclusion that it is communication
because as the man (or woman) said,
“communication really does make the world go
round” Sadly, we are witnessing a degradation of

Editorial

communication skills as so many people prefer to
use email or text messaging rather than having a
conversation, even by telephone or say, Skype.
As an example, a few years ago, my IT Director
came to see me because he was worried about the
overload internal emails were causing our servers.
The numbers really were quite alarming. I agreed to
send a message to all hands immediately. I said, “We
are in great danger of causing a major malfunction to
our servers because of our preference for sending
internal emails rather than getting off our bottoms
and going to have a conversation. Would you all
please think carefully before you send that next
message to the person who is sitting in the adjacent
office? Do only send an email if there is no
alternative option. Many Thanks” That message
went out to more than 600 staff members and
around 50% replied to it! I rest my case.
I also think the Internet has helped drive a need
for instant gratification, which goes hand in hand
with impatience and may help to explain why so
many salespeople today are completely devoid of
tenacity – a trait that used to be considered essential
in frontline selling.
Indeed, a wellknown oil company recently
discovered that it took their best salespeople an
average of three visits and five followup calls to
convert a prospect into a client. Yet, their average
sales performers only visited prospects twice and
then gave up, costing the company millions of dollars
in wasted sales effort and even more in lost potential
sales opportunities.
So, what are the people skills that are rarely
taught in a classroom or even online? In my humble
opinion, here are just a few. This list of 20 is not
exhaustive and it is not scientific, it is simply a view,
based
on
experience,
observation
and
experimentation.
l
l
l
l

Personal Organization
Creative Thinking
Critical Thinking
People Awareness

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Integration Skills
Resilience
Commitment
Dedication
Communication Skills
Desire
Empathy
Energy
Flexibility
Imagination
Intellectual Ability
Emotional Intelligence
Self Esteem
Vision
Integrity
Creativity

No doubt, you can think of a few more but for me,
these are the most essential.
Here is the harsh reality: We adopted the
principals of Sales 2.0; we became disciples of social
selling; we embraced sales enablement and no doubt
we will give Sales 3.0 a very warm welcome when
we have finally worked out what it is and why it is
different from Sales 2.0. But, and this is a very large
BUT, despite our enthusiasm, none of any of that
halted the dramatically declining achievement levels
that I mentioned in the very first paragraph. Maybe,
just maybe, it is time to take a step back and
understand what is going on here. Maybe, just
maybe, some of the old ways of doing things were
better? Have we been too premature in discarding
some basic principles of selling in favour of a new,
shinier and sexier approach?
Companies do not make people successful,
rather it is the other way around, so isn’t it time we
refocused on our people and their “people skills?” n

Jonathan Farrington is the CEO of
JF Initiatives (Top Sales World, Top Sales
Magazine and the Global Sales Directory).
You can also follow him on LinkedIn here
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Coming Soon …

THE SALES FUTURISTS
A JF INITIATIVE

24 of the world’s leading sales thought
leaders, all of whom are passionate about the
future of professional selling, are joining
forces to share their experience and wisdom.
They will provide advice and opinion via a
blog, whitepapers, ebooks, podcasts,
webinars and regular newsletters on such
topics as AI, Sales Enablement, Customer
Experience Management etc.
More details shortly …

2019 Top 50
Sales & Marketing
Blogs
Every year for the past six years, the editorial
team has selected what they believe have been
the very best 50 sales and marketing blogs based
on the quality of writing, substance, regularity of
posting and popularity.

This year, we are inviting you to play a part by nominating your favorites here.
You can do this right up until midnight on Friday March 29th and the results will be
announced in May’s edition of Top Sales Magazine,
which publishes on Tuesday May 7th.

Catch up with the latest three episodes of the award winning
“What’s Next!” podcast, hosted by Tiffani Bova

Giving feedback is part of the job of any
sales leader. However, there is a way to
give it where you can show you care
personally and be direct. Coaching and
mentoring will go a long way to improve
team performance. Listen in as Kim
Scott, the author of Radical Candor, and
Tiffani Bova discuss on this episode of
What's Next: LISTEN HERE
Don't let your emotions get the best of
you when you are facing a difficult
conversation. Find a way to let you
emotions work for you  instead of
against you. How? Selfawareness and
develop your emotional intelligence.
Listen to Justin Bariso, the author of EQ
Applied and Tiffani Bova discuss on the
What's Next Podcast: LISTEN HERE
How does a poor black girl, from the
wrong side of the tracks and one leg
grow up to become a Winter Paralympic
medal winner, a sales person at IBM, a
successful business woman, an author
and so much more? Resilience. Listen to
this episode of What's Next with Tiffani
Bova as she interviews Bonnie St. John.
LISTEN HERE

You Cannot Scale Sales Enablement
Without Solid Foundations
Jonathan Farrington
interviews Tamara Schenk,
Director of Research with
CSO Insights.
ales enablement grows up; that’s good news.
But not fast enough, as we learned in Tamara’s
article in the December magazine. Enablement
leaders should take the time to focus on HOW they
approach sales enablement before simply pushing
new “stuff” to the sales force. Today, we discuss
how sales enablement leaders should set up their
function to be scalable, efficient and effective all at
once.

S

JF: CSO Insights recently published its 4th Annual
Sales Enablement Study, and we learned that sales
enablement is on its way to more maturation,
especially in larger organizations and specific
industries. And you also stated that sales
enablement is not growing fast enough. What does
that mean?
TS: On a high level, we can find evidence in the data
that, overall, having sales enablement shows a
significant correlation to better sales performance —
with twodigit improvements in 2018. However,
analyzing the data in greater detail, only onethird of
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organizations (34.4%) met or exceeded their
stakeholders’
expectations
and
achieved
significantly better results than average. Almost
twothirds (60.2%) met only some expectations and
achieved only slightly better results than average. In
other words, nearly twothirds of organizations that
invest in sales enablement aren’t seeing the
expected return on investment.
JF: That’s an interesting phenomenon. As usual, the
devil seems to be in the details. What are the
successful onethird doing differently?
TS: They get their foundation right. If you build a
house and your foundation is weak, you will never
enjoy the house, and you will never get the same
ROI compared to a house with a proper sustainable
foundation. It’s no different in sales enablement.
Based on data over the past couple of years, we
know for sure what the recipes for failure are:
treating enablement like a project, setting up sales
enablement informally and tactically or simply
relabeling an existing team that did similar things.
We also know what works: setting up sales
enablement in a formal strategic way, aligned with
the organization’s strategic initiatives and the senior
executive stakeholders’ visions and goals. Such a
strategic setup ensures sustainable results and
aboveaverage performance. And if organizations

The Jonathan Farrington Interview

capture such a strategic approach in a formal charter
(9.2% do that), win rates could even be improved by
19.2%.
JF: That makes total sense. Tell me more about the
sales enablement charter. Is it something people
have to fill in, or is it a process that leads to the
charter at the end?
TS: Glad you asked this. It’s a process that leads to
the charter, which is a business plan. It begins with
mapping the current state of sales execution to the
sales and business strategy to identify gaps,
challenges and strengths. Then it’s about developing
a specific sales enablement strategy that ensures the
organization’s strategic goals can be achieved. This
process is based on many interviews, especially with
senior executive sponsors, beyond sales. In the end,
it’s about filling in the enablement charter. It states
the vision, mission, purpose and goals of sales
enablement in this specific organization (or business
unit), their audiences and their enablement strategy,
with all activities, services and implementations on a
roadmap. Such a charter also should define how
sales enablement progress and success will be
measured.
JF: Excellent. What’s the next area of focus for
sales enablement leaders to get the foundation
right?
TS: Next, it’s about making the customer’s path the
primary design point for a) the internal selling
processes and for b) all enablement services such as
content, training and coaching services that will be
provided. This requires a collaborative approach
with marketing, sales operations and service to
ensure that the internal processes consider all of the
steps and gates buyers have to go through. And it
ensures that all enablement services are tailored to
the customer’s path phases. Onefifth of
organizations reported having their internal
processes dynamically aligned to the customer’s
path, and they could improve their quota attainment
rate by 8.9%. More organizations (42.0%) said that

their enablement services also would be aligned to
the customer’s path, and they improved their win
rates by 8.1%. This is a spotlight in our 4th Annual
Sales Enablement Study that can be downloaded
over at CSO Insights.
JF: Now that makes a lot of sense. Is our foundation
now stable enough, or do we still miss some
processes?
TS: That’s the key word: process! Worldclass
enablement leaders implement an enablement
production process together with a formalized
collaboration model. As an example, we know that
content salespeople need comes from different
functions. To ensure repeatable, consistent and
efficient production of these content services, it’s
important to define at least accountable and
responsible roles per content type. And the same
has to be done for each sales training or coaching
service. Now a highlevel process that captures all
relevant phases has to be defined and implemented.
These phases range from defining and creating up to
measuring success. Connecting the collaboration
model with such a production process is a huge
achievement, as it requires an overall vision that’s
based on the customer’s path and the senior
executives’ goals — another reason why a sales
enablement charter is so important.
JF: Are there any data available that would prove
this point?
TS: Sure. Enablement teams that put such a
replicable enablement process in place improved
their win rate for forecast deals by 9.2%. Also, the
crossfunctional collaboration model correlates with
quota attainment rates that were 9.5% better vs.
n
working in an ad hoc modus or silos.

Tamara Schenk is Research Director, CSO
Insights, the research division of Miller
Heiman Group. Find out more here
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In Enterprise Selling, Pain Cuts Both Ways
I often get the question
from inquiring minds,
“What is Sandler Enterprise
Selling?”. But before the
question can be addressed,
a broader one must be considered. “What
exactly is enterprise selling itself?”.
nteresting. At Sandler, we believe strongly in the
concept of pain. One of our most iconic quotes is,
“No pain, no sale”. How true. And in selling, while
we typically think of pain in terms of the prospect, as
sales teams, we stare down the demon as well. So,
we define enterprise selling in terms of the unique
pains and challenges faced by organizations selling
to and serving large accounts as opposed to small
and mediumsized businesses – SMB’s. And while

I
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many pains apply, our definition focuses on what we
believe are the eight most harrowing.
First, extended sales cycles. In selling to SMB’s,
deals are often consummated in days, weeks, maybe
a month or two. With large accounts, seasons can
pass in sales cycles. Months and often years go by.
And as time transpires, doubt, frustration and risk
expand for selling teams. Effective sales
organizations that follow quality processes have an
advantage, for sure. But time remains a daunting
challenge.
Next is the focus on business value. With SMB’s,
sales are often decided based on price, features or
benefits. With large accounts, though, it’s all about
value  value in the eyes of the account. You must
clearly understand your solution, what it will actually
do for the account, how it will specifically deliver
benefit and just how that benefit will be measured.
What it is, what it does, how it benefits and how it’s

Brian Sullivan

measured – the customized value proposition. This
mantra must drive your focus throughout the pursuit
and stay top of mind well after the business is won.
Then, competition. With SMB’s, you certainly
knock heads with tough competitors on occasion.
But in the enterprise world, sophisticated
competitors are ubiquitous. Competitors you need
to account for, keenly understanding their business
models, strategies and offerings. But even more, you
must know the value propositions they’ll likely bring
against you in specific deals. That’s right – their what
it is, what it does, how it benefits and how it’s
measured. In the dark of the night, every cat’s a
leopard. It’s your job to turn on the lights.
With smaller accounts, you often have the luxury
of dealing directly with the ultimate decisionmaker,
the president or owner of the firm. In the enterprise
world, you face wide buyer networks assembling
individuals with diverse frames of reference from
Purchasing, Finance, Accounting, Legal and other
areas. And while this functional diversity is complex
enough, you need also to understand the behavioral
profile of not one individual, but the likely behavioral
characteristics of all individuals in the major account
network and how they interact. Challenging indeed.
Then, while cost of sale is an important
consideration in deals of any size, enterprise pursuits
up the ante significantly. The president of a Texas
firm once told me, “When we decide to pursue a
deal, it costs us $40,000. Win or lose, $40,000”. A
huge number, of course, but this speaks only to the
financial costs. What about your people, your most
precious resources? When they’re assigned to an
enterprise pursuit, other initiatives are delayed or
stopped altogether. And if you decide to water
down your efforts to pursue complex deals with less
than 100% of your energy, you’ll face sophisticated
competitors who are allin, insuring your demise.
With SMB’s, the decision structures are typically
clear and straightforward. With major accounts, the
complexities can be overwhelming. You must
consider intricacies regarding quotas and setasides
favoring certain bidding firms. And key factors such

as ISO 9000, Six Sigma or required certifications.
Such items complicate deals immensely, demanding
your excellence in research, knowledge and
application. In these areas, what you don’t know can
cripple your Go/NoGo decision processes and
ultimately prove to be the reason for a loss.
And what about team selling? Of course, that’s
not a challenge. It’s a powerful enabler, often the
reason you win deals, isn’t it? In a perfect world,
perhaps. But try to implement team selling
effectively in a big pursuit. Regardless of your
organization’s executive or cultural commitment to
“Everybody Sells”, the reality is that fortifying your
pursuit team with highly effective functional
colleagues from throughout your organization is
easier said than done. Martialing the right resources
to develop, propose and present the best solution
for a prospect account, sound strategy that it is, can
be very difficult to implement.
And last, as opposed to the straightforward
nature of SMB targets, enterprise accounts bring
great complexities through their diversified nature
and expansive footprints. You face organizations
with corporate family trees of sister companies,
parents, subsidiaries, consortiums and business
partners that must be considered. And almost
always, your prospects are global entities embedded
with the complications of geography, language,
logistics, laws and so much more.
In the end, it’s really all about pain. If you don’t
clearly understand and address the customized pains
of the accounts in the deals you pursue, you will not
win. No pain, no sale. And success in enterprise
selling demands that you strategically overcome
those unique pains that challenge your every move.
Yes, pain really does cut both ways. But through
teamwork and client focus, you can master it on both
n
sides of the selling equation. Master it and win.

Brian Sullivan is Vice President of Sandler
Enterprise Selling at Sandler Training
Find out more here
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The Sales Experts Channel named the
#1 All-Star Partner Channel on BrightTALK
An Interview with Deb
Calvert, founder of The
Sales Experts Channel.

JF: For those who aren’t yet familiar with it, tell us:
What is The Sales Experts Channel?
DC: We’re a loosely affiliated group of presenters
with expertise in topics related to sales or sales
management. We create programming to meet
viewer demand. Our mission is to offer educational
content for sales managers, sales professionals,
business owners, and others who want to boost
sales performance. We’ve partnered with
BrightTALK to market, host, and distribute our
content which is absolutely free for viewers. With
over 7 million subscribers, BrightTALK has proven
themselves to be an exceptional partner for
bringing The Sales Experts Channel vision to life.
JF: Who is involved and how does it work?
DC: On The Sales Experts Channel, you’ll find the
world’s leading sales authors, speakers, coaches,
trainers, researchers, and thought leaders. More
than 150 presenters and guests have already
shared their expertise during hundreds of
presentations. All the Sales Experts here share an

18
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interest in educating and inspiring the sales
community. They’re also willing to set ego aside and
support each other in a collaborative and non
competitive way.
We have an annual roster of Sales Experts who
commit to deliver at least two presentations and to
promote each other and The Channel. We’re all in it
together, sharing each other’s content and getting
better acquainted so we, too, continually learn and
grow.
JF: What was the catalyst for getting this started?
DC: For me, personally, this was an opportunity to
give something back to the profession I love. This is
my philanthropic cause! Although I contribute to a
variety of outlets, I wanted to work directly with
other Sales Experts to create something unique. I
have tremendous admiration for Top Sales World
and content curators who bring a variety of voices
to the sales community. My aim was to complement
that with educational content that’s free, easyto
access, and searchable by topic so viewers can get
what they need when they need it.
JF: Deb, you’re a busy business owner, author and
speaker. And yet you’re funding this and managing
the admin team that makes this possible. Why
does this matter so much to you?

Deb Calvert

DC: It matters because sales can be a lonely role. It’s
a vulnerable one where your performance is
constantly scrutinized. It’s not easy to ask for help.
Keeping your boss, your clients, your support team,
and your prospects happy makes selling a very
demanding role. And Sales Managers? I think they
have one of the toughest jobs on the planet.
Making time to learn and finding reliable
resources can be difficult. I remember having
nowhere to turn when I struggled in my first sales
management role. I don’t want others to experience
that!
Since you mentioned out, let me give a shout out
to our awesome support team – our channel
manager, graphic designer, digital agency, advisory
board, and BrightTALK liaisons are so dedicated and
talented!
JF: The Sales Experts Channel was named the #1
AllStar Partner Channel on BrightTALK.
Congratulations! Tell us about that award.
DC: We’re incredibly honored by this award. Of
3,200+ active Channels on BrightTALK, The Sales
Experts Channel is tops in yearoveryear
subscriber growth, alltime views, viewer questions,
downloads, ratings, and social shares. Our
BrightTALK representative said “The Sales Experts
Channel went above and beyond in setting the gold
standard of learning and growing as professionals,
experts and visionaries.” By every measure, we’re
succeeding in bringing something to the sales
community that’s highly valued!
JF: Those are some impressive accomplishments.
Why is this appealing to so many people?
DC: We offer new, fresh, interactive content every
week. We’re not selling anything, so these
presentations are purely inspirational and
educational. The Sales Experts are generous with
sharing bonus resources, too, as attachments to
their videos and webinars. What’s more, all our
content is available on demand.
People also appreciate how responsive we are.

This isn’t my Channel or even our Channel among
the presenters. It’s truly the channel that delivers
what the sales community wants. When someone
requests a topic, within minutes, a Sales Experts (or
panel of them!) responds and then creates that
content. Similarly, during live presentations, the
Sales Experts take questions and help people find
solutions to their sales challenges.
JF: How can viewers access these videos,
webinars, discussions and presentations?
DC: We’re making it easy! People can subscribe
directly to The Sales Experts Channel on
BrightTALK to stay current on what’s coming up.
Subscribers also receive our monthly newsletter. Or
they can go to our website archives for ondemand
content that’s sorted by topic. We also recommend
joining our LinkedIn group for deeper dive
discussions with the Sales Experts.
JF: You’re only in year 3 of this endeavor. What are
your future plans for The Sales Experts Channel?
DC: We’re evolving every day! In 2019, we’ll be
rolling out a minitour, hosting intimate events
where people can meet The Sales Experts in person
and network with other sales professionals in their
local communities. We’re adding more series that
tackle big topics in bitesize chunks. During the
quarterly Sales Summits, we’re offering Master
Classes like the upcoming one about how to write
powerful Value Propositions. Our future plans will
be shaped by what the sales community requests
and responds to. Hopefully, more people will
discover us and help shape what happens next! n

Deb Calvert is the founder of The Sales
Experts Channel. To subscribe, visit The
Channel on BrightTALK. For ondemand
content, visit the website. Deb is also the
author of DISCOVER Questions® Get You
Connected and coauthor of
Stop Selling & Start Leading.
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Dramatically Better Sales Role-play
Role-play. Two words that can send even the most confident sales rep
racing for the nearest exit. Traditional sales role-play conjures up every
actor’s nightmare of stepping into the spotlight without knowing his lines
while the chief critic watches from the front row.
oleplay can be extremely valuable for helping
sales reps internalize knowledge and practice
new skills, but the results of traditional sales
roleplay are questionable at best. With
expectations high, circumstances vague (“Ok, Sarah,
you’re the salesperson. Keith you’re the customer…
Go!”) reps go into survival mode, regurgitating back
information in an effort to win management’s
approval. The result is a performance that has little
resemblance to how the salesperson actually shows
up on a real sales call.

R

A Dramatically Better way to Roleplay
As an actor, I was startled by the contrast between
the way roleplay was conducted in the theater vs.
the conference room. In the theater, roleplay was
used as a rehearsal tool in the development of one’s
character. It was an opportunity to not just learn

20
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lines, but to explore different choices and behaviors,
and experience the consequences of those choices
in a safe environment. Traditional sales roleplay,
however, is often a test or evaluation. Even when it’s
served up as “practice,” the underlying expectations
of perfection are palpable.
In the theater, actors are provided with the
specific details about the “scene” they will be
working on in order to act as authentically as
possible under imaginary circumstances. Sales reps,
on the other hand, are often thrust into a scene with
little background and expected to “improvise” – with
little if any training in improvisation.
Lastly, rehearsal is not a “oneanddone”
performance in the theater, as it so often is in sales.
Actors are given multiple opportunities to try new
things and incorporate feedback. Without this
opportunity to apply feedback, sales reps are
unlikely to internalize it or try out new behaviors on

Julie Hansen

real customers.
Applying a RehearsalStyle model to your sales
roleplay will do more than help your reps learn the
right words to say and when to say them. It will allow
them to discover how they really react under
specific circumstances, what choices are more
effective than others, and how to practice those
new behaviors in the real world.
Here are 5 elements for Dramatically Better Sales
Roleplay:
1. Set the stage
Choose specific objectives for your roleplay. What
skill(s) or messaging do you want reps to focus on?
Limiting the number of objectives keeps focus sharp
and avoids overwhelming the participants. For
example, instructions like, “Focus on incorporating
our new value proposition into the conversation and
making better eye contact,” are manageable goals
that set your reps up for success.
2. Provide a specific scenario
Good sales reps rarely go into a sales call blind, so
why send them into a roleplay with little to no
backstory? Providing specific circumstances well in
advance helps ground reps in the “reality” of the
situation, relieving much of the panic associated with
roleplay.
For example, instead of vague instructions, like
“You’re meeting with a doctor,” try, “After five
attempts to see Dr. James, a busy internist (mid
40’s) with a large practice, you finally have an
appointment. His nurse says he is familiar with our
drug but has been prescribing brand X with
satisfactory results.”
3. Get into role
Just like actors, sales reps need time to “get into
role.” Ask them to focus on the specifics of the
scene and consider questions like, “When and where
is this conversation taking place? What is my
relationship with the customer? What do I expect to
happen or encounter?” Actors often find it helpful to

imagine what took place “the moment before” their
scene to jumpstart their roleplay.
4. Direct it
Fostering a safe environment is critical to getting a
more authentic performance out of your sales reps.
Take off your manager’s hat and let your reps know
that this is a rehearsal, not a judged performance. If
reps have done traditional roleplay in the past, they
will likely be skeptical, so it’s vital that you stick to your
word.
At the conclusion of each roleplay, ask the rep
what they think they did well (in terms of the
objectives), followed by what they would do
differently.
When it’s your turn, honor your rep’s trust and
courage by keeping your feedback focused on the
objectives as much as possible also. Avoid labeling
things “right and wrong” instead, pointing out more
effective choices. If you find there are additional areas
to work on outside of the scope of the objectives, plan
a followup session to focus on those.
5. Do a Second take
It’s extremely valuable to give your reps a chance to
repeat the roleplay, making one or two adjustments
based on the feedback received. This is where new
behavior starts to go from theory to reality. In the
theater, most directors stop a scene midrehearsal if
the actor keeps doing the same ineffective thing.
Employing this “stop and restart” strategy can help to
break habitual patterns and allow the rep to get the
new behavior in his body.
Dramatically better sales roleplay is possible using
the proven principles of rehearsal. After your reps
gain confidence in the process and begin to recognize
the value of effective practice, they’ll be less likely to
run for the door, and more likely to shine in front of
n
customers!

Julie Hansen is President of Performance
Sales and Training. Find out more here
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Next Level Qualification
No-one likes being
‘qualified’ by a salesperson.
Nor do they like it when
people ask manipulative
questions. A life insurance
salesman once asked me “Tony, do you
love your family and want the best for
them?”
answered in the affirmative with wry grin and
waited for his next zinger. “Would you want to
know that they’re being lookedafter
financially when you’re dead?” I kid you not and it
annoyed me – my response was deadpan: “No, I
won't be thinking about anything then.” The
‘qualification’ process can feel awkward or go
badly if sellers ask questions than annoy the buyer

I
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or make them feel manipulated.
Most sellers think of qualification as a series of
gates that buyers must pass through in order to
qualify for their time and be candidates for the
product, service or solution. The best known, and
simplest, qualification framework is BANT. It’s an
acronym for asking whether the potential customer
has Budget, Authority to make the decision, a
genuine Need, and a Timeframe for going ahead. Yet
everything we do needs to nuance and examples of
poor BANT questions include, ‘Do you need to
involve anyone else to make this decision?’ And; ‘Do
you have budget to go ahead?’ Rather than ask
closed lowlevel qualification questions like these,
we need to blend discovery with some insights that
earn engagement and get us on ‘their side of the
table’. We can do this by focusing on their business
case for changing the way they currently operate.
Intent is everything, and we must seek to
establish why they need to change or invest and

Tony Hughes

whether we are helping them solve serious problems
or realise significant opportunities. We need to
focus on them and the outcomes they seek rather
than talk about us and our ‘solutions’. By exploring
their business case for change and how they can
measure results and manage risk, we create the right
focus on value and risk mitigation. Rather than push
to close, we attract through alignment. Most
objections that we receive during the sales process
are the result of pushing too early or seeking
progression before having the necessary level of
understanding about their situation, process and
timing. Here is the most important thing in qualifying
a prospect.
The degree to which the customer provides quality
information and access to their people is what
determines whether the seller should invest time and
effort.
In corporate and enterprise selling, doing
business with someone is a partnership where the
parties jointly define value, determine priorities,
build a business case, secure consensus and manage
risk. When everyone is focused on the outcome of
change rather than when a purchase order can be
raised for the seller, real support and momentum is
achieved. Having the right intent and building trust
enables the parties to be aligned which results in a
purchase order or contract being executed as a
logical next step within the process. Stress and
tension is reduced, and the risks of ‘negative
surprises’ are minimised.
Opening is the most important phase of any sale
and trust rather than salesmanship is the Xfactor in
creating momentum and commitment. The way we
open sets the tone for the engagement and we all
need to lead with value in the conversation before
seeking to articulate value from our product,
services or ‘solution’. Rather than beginning with
qualifying the buyer, we should target based on our
Ideal Customer Profile (ICP) and engage senior
buyer personas. The very best sellers measure
progress in how much trust is built as evidenced by
how much quality information is being shared by the

customer and how much engagement is happening
with key people? Without this, there is no chance of
answering the two most important qualification
questions for the sales manager to ask the
salesperson: 1) Why will this prospect change the
way they currently operate? 2) Why will they select
us as being best value and lowest risk?
Here are some open questions you could ask that
nuance qualification:
1. What’s happened to cause you to look at
changing the way you currently operate?
2. Who's impacted internally and who needs to be
onboard to achieve consensus?
3. Where do see the risks in selecting the new
supplier and managing the change?
4. What's the business case and how’s is the project
being funded?
5. Talk me through your timing and process for
making the change?
6. When does this need to be implemented; why is
that date important and what happens if it slips?
Time is the your most precious resource and trust is
a multiplier than accelerates timeframes, increases
commitment and lifts the probability of success. Yes,
we need to conduct discovery and qualification, but
move as fast as possible to partnership by exploring
their business case for change and how they can
best manage their risks in achieving the results they
need for investing in any solution.
Here is my advice to business people and sellers:
Target prospects carefully and engage at the most
senior level possible. Lead with value and insight in a
conversation by focusing on them and their
outcomes. But if the customer won't share
information and provide access to key people…
n
qualify out and move on.

Tony Hughes is bestselling author and
keynote speaker. He can be found in LinkedIn
and at www.TonyHughes.com.au and at
www.RSVPselling.com.
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Saying Yes or No – Increasing Sales
Productivity & Performance
As sales professionals, we
are always looking for a
YES. To help you become
more strategic, proactive
and brave, you need to
identify what you will say NO to, in order
to reduce the distractions or even the high
maintenance customers in your sales
pipeline.
he challenge for sales professionals is that no
two days are the same and we must be ready
to serve our customers. This often puts us in a
more reactive rather than proactive mode.
Let’s look at how we can improve sales
productivity to create the ideal sales performance
week – an efficient and effective way to maximize
your sales performance, without working more
hours!
Here are three sales strategies to help sales reps
become high performing sales teams.

T

1. Create Your Ideal Productive & High
Performance Week
Many of you are working evenings and even
weekends to stay caught up. Your boss and company
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want you to increase sales. Most high performing
sales teams are looking for double digit growth
anywhere from 1020+ % growth. Are you willing to
work 1020+ % more this year to achieve your goals?
Probably not! Something must change in order to
meet your sales target.
Creating an “Ideal Time Blocking Chart” is a great
sales tool to help you identify a more efficient and
effective sales week. Chart each day of the week in
1hour blocks of time. Then plug in the activities that
make up your ideal sales week. What are some of the
sales activities and sales process that you are doing
on the evenings and weekends that you could block
time for during Monday to Friday?
This sales tool will take you less than 20 minutes
to complete. I recently did it myself. As I penciled in
my ideal week, I was amazed how it immediately
reduced my stress and anxiety levels and actually
increased my energy. It’s that simple and helps you to
determine where there is room for improvement in
your sales day. Block time for the high performing
tasks that will enable you to be proactive with your
customers and work when you have higher energy
levels to achieve your goals.
Until scientists figure out how to stop time, here
are a few statistics that indicate how much time is
wasted in the workday, and a few tips on how to
better manage your time.

Lisa Leitch

l 20% of the average workday is spent on “crucial”

and “important” things, while 80% of the average
workday is spent on things that have “little value”
or “no value”. Source: DONALD WETMORE –
PRODUCTIVITY INSTITUTE
l 1 hour of planning each week will save you 10
hours of doing. SOURCE: WEEKDONE.COM
l The average worker spends 13 hours a week on
emails alone, which means 28% of the work week
is taken up by email.

salespeople should be prioritizing and allocating more
time to those customers that bring in a higher
revenue.
3. Say No To Those Activities That Distract You
From Your Goals – Even If They’re Good
As a productive top performing sales professional,
what are some of the high performing sales activities
to say yes to?
l Prospecting – opening doors, securing meetings

2. ROTI – Return On Time Invested
Return On Time Invested (R.O.T.I.) is a concept that
helps salespeople make their time with prospects and
customers more profitable. ROTI calculations can
help salespeople manage their time more effectively
and efficiently, based on the revenue/gross profit
that a customer is worth each year.
Typically, we evaluate our customers based on
the amount of sales revenue or profit we earn from
each customer. However, we should also be
evaluating how much time we are spending with
each customer.
l You have to meet with a client that is a fourhour

drive away. You schedule two more appointments
in the same area as this client, plus another
meeting on the way back to maximize your day.
l You schedule a weekly call with one of your key
customers to proactively manage their account,
rather than many emails and calls throughout the
week. You provide an updated agenda for the
meeting each week to make the call even more
productive.
l You meet with a client to conduct a monthly
review of their business and plan for their
upcoming orders and better manage their
inventory.
In managing their customers and meetings, many
salespeople will plan the same amount of time for
each customer meeting, irrespective of the
revenue/gross profit for each customer. Rather,

and following up on proposals
l Planning your next week
l Updating your CRM – moving the needle on the

CRM dashboard
l 1:1 Coaching with your manager/mentor
l Blocking days to meet with customers – get out of

the office more!
What are some activities that will impede you from
reaching your sales goals?
l
l
l
l
l

Unproductive meetings
Operational issues
Drive time
Social media that takes you down a rabbit hole
High Maintenance customers who don’t produce
a high ROTI

During the next week, evaluate and closely observe
your activities to determine what produces different
hours of power and energy for you.
There are some activities we don’t always enjoy
doing like planning or prospecting – yet we know it will
yield a higher increase in sales and productivity.
This year in sales, what will you do to produce more
and work less? You decide what you will say “Yes” and
“No” to, to be a top performing sales team.
n

Lisa Leitch is President, Sales Strategist,
Trainer & Coach at Teneo Results.
Find out more here
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What’s The Toughest Job in Sales?
70%+ of ALL products across all 26 verticals are sold through partners
today, and in technology 90% of products are predicted by Gartner and
Forrester to be sold via partners by 2026. If you don’t have a good
understanding of the channel and a strong channel strategy, chances are,
you may soon be irrelevant or extinct.
ales is a tough role at the best of times but
selling through partners presents some
extraordinary challenges. Channel managers
have big targets to hit with no power to hire or fire
the salespeople upon whom they depend to meet
their quota. They don’t determine pay or conditions
and rarely determine who gets hired in their sales
team. Their performance is measured and dependent
on the performance of others.
All they have is influence.
Sure, they can offer (MDF) marketing
development funds and SPIFs (sales performance

S
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incentive funds) but the research on offering financial
incentives is very clear, they almost never create
lasting
performance
improvement.
Any
improvements are usually shortlived if they have any
impact at all (see Alfie Kohn, “Punished by Rewards”).
I know, I know. Many of you will ridicule that
suggestion, but EVERY study proves this point and
you can argue with the facts, but you will still be
wrong.
Great channel managers understand who they are
working with. They get under the surface to discover
the intrinsic motivation and personal goals of the

Marcus Cauchi

owners, leaders and salespeople with whom they
partner. They find ways to empower their partners’
salespeople to achieve their personal goals and in
doing so, achieve their corporate goals. Excellent
channel managers have more in common with
general managers than salespeople and channel
chiefs have a profile closer to that of a CEO than
sales managers or directors. Both require good
financial and business acumen and a strong ability to
plan activity and manage resources, but they know
how to get the best out of other people.
Average channel managers call up each month
and say, “What have you got for me?” and spend
their lives being seen as hinderance not a help or
being seen as a resource to be exploited for money,
technical resource or leads, NOT as a partner.
Partnership is best defined as helping each other
to perform consistently better. If you look at your
partnerships, can you honestly say that is what
happens? If so, congratulations, you are among the
top 2%. If your partnerships aren’t working, the first
port of call is the mirror.
Good
channel
managers
are
excellent
communicators. The best among them understand
that their partners are their best customers. The worst
see partners as merely a means to get hit quota and
blame them for their own failure to understand the
role and the way partnerships actually work.
Effective channel managers earn trust, earn the
right to train their partners’ salespeople to sell as if
they are their own. They are ambitious and driven
and seek out likeminded partners with whom they
agree goals, codevelop territory plans, growth and
account plans, pursuit plans, they midwife deals and
pass on skills. They are excellent at analyzing and
deciding which pursuits to go after and which to drop
early. They value process, they’re disciplined,
organized, highly selfaware and read the situation
accurately. They take action in order to drive results
and adapt to the current environment and conditions
but keep an eye on the future.
The best channel chiefs go further in that they
help their channel managers and their partners solve

problems, establish a cadence of accountability not
based on the carrot and stick but one built on
understanding the personal drivers of their
dispersed and diverse teams. They have strategic
vision and clarity, so they know when and whom to
delegate well, pushing decisions down the chain of
command. By doing this they tap into every person’s
intrinsic motivation and help them perform to their
best. They systematize, develop processes and tools
to ensure clarity and efficiency in the partnership
sales process, they encourage constructive conflict
to ensure everyone’s ideas heard and views
respected but they’re not afraid to make decisions
and, because they’ve earned trust and loyalty, their
decisions are respected and carried. Ultimately, the
best leaders understand they are accountable for
the final result and they know that they depend on
others to deliver them.
Bad channel managers often blame extrinsic
factors (so often, their partners) for their poor
performance. Bad channel chiefs (often Direct Sales
directors with a channel component to their role)
blame the channel for many of their woes,
underfund, under train and undervalue their partners
forgetting what you project out gets reflected back.
Many partners suffer from vendor fatigue because of
the way they are treated the poor levels of
understanding and continuity caused by the poor
quality and high turnover in channel management
roles. The lack of trust earned between vendor and
partners is a simmering resentment that is reflected
in performance where channel sales are seen as the
ginger, ugly stepsister of direct selling and too often
has been the place failed direct salespeople have
n
been sent to die.

Marcus Cauchi has been a licensed Sandler
trainer since 2004. He is a Fellow of the
Institute of Sales Management and the co
author of “Making Channel Sales Work: Ten
Tools to Create a World Class Third Party Selling
Program.” Find out more here
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Your Culture Sucks. 15 Questions To Assess
Your Coaching Effectiveness and Company
Ecosystem
We were ending the second day of my leadership coaching program in
Beijing, China. As we began to debrief around the room, Pierre, one of the
managers, paused to share a horrific experience he had just a week earlier.
other VP’s in that meeting, “Who would be the
proper family member to contact and let them know
about Chan’s death?”
Ten people were in that meeting. Some of them
had worked together for over 12 years. And yet,
when the hospital administrator asked how to
contact Chan’s family, not one person in the room
had an answer.
No one really knew who Chan was. They knew
him as an employee and a peer, but certainly not as a
human being. It’s a disturbing story, but it’s one we
can all learn from.

“I

received some disturbing news from our
corporate office. During last month’s
quarterly senior leadership meeting, Chan,
one of the VP’s, had a heart attack in the middle of
the meeting. Of course, we called an ambulance
immediately. Within minutes, he was rushed to the
hospital.
“As you can imagine, everyone else in the meeting
was extremely concerned about Chan. And yet, the
meeting continued. Reports were reviewed. Business
plans evaluated. Priorities reaffirmed. Team
performance and scorecards assessed.
“An hour passed. The hospital called the office to
share the devastating news. Chan had died moments
after arriving at the hospital.”
While there’s nothing worse than the sudden and
untimely passing of a good person, here’s what I
found most troublesome about this horrific story.
The administrator from the hospital asked one of the
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What’s Your Company DNA?
Think about your company. Think about your team,
your peers, your customers. How much do you really
know about them, personally? How much time and
attention do you invest in fostering a deeper
connection with people?
I can’t think of anyone who would want to work at
a company like Chan’s. The sad truth is, there’s a
good chance most people already do.

When Company and Personal Values Clash
Companies and leaders with good intentions struggle
to break free from the monotony of their current
business because they face the daily pressures of
metrics,
performance
expectations,
quotas,
employee challenges, customer needs, deadlines,
hiring, forecasting, emails, impromptu meetings,

Keith Rosen

employee development, reporting—the list runs on.
It’s a global epidemic. Companies collapse a great
culture with great results. Not true. These two ideas
are mutually exclusive. While results are critical for
business success, you know you have a great culture
when your work complements your life, you are
honoring your values and enjoying the ride to attain
business objectives.

Assessing Your Culture and the Measurable
ROI of Coaching
How would you describe your workplace? Would
you describe your managers, as worldclass,
transformational leaders and coaches? Do you define
a great manager by results and the color of their
scorecard? Here are 15 questions to assess your
company culture, leadership and coaching
effectiveness.
1. Do you have more turnover than your industry
average?
2. Do you struggle with departmental silos or
creating a cohesive team?
3. Are your managers spending 70 percent of their
time putting out fires or developing, observing,
and coaching their people that generates
consistent, measurable results?
4. Is everyone on your team achieving their quota
and business objectives, and not just the few top
producers who managers rely on to hit monthly
goals?
5. Are your direct reports seeking out coaching
from you, coworkers and peers, both in and
outside of your department?
6. Do you view your team as direct reports or peers
and coaches? Do you seek out coaching from
others, regardless of their position or tenure?
7. Is everyone in your company learning how to
effectively coach and leverage a proven coaching
framework through a formalized coaching
program?
8. Are your salespeople authentically coaching

rather than selling to your customers?
9. Are you effectively developing a talented bench
of future leaders? How do you know?
10. Do you work in a safe, transparent, and trusting
environment fueled by innovation and positivity,
or a fearbased, result driven culture?
11. Are you retaining your top talent?
12. Are you consistently crushing your sales targets,
gaining market share and growing at your desired
pace?
13. Do people come to work happy and fulfilled
because you all want to be there?
14. Do you work from a place of intention or
reaction? Do your company priorities seem to be
changing daily?
15. Is everyone committed to holding themselves
and others accountable to coach, sustain and
reinforce the culture you want?
These are just several questions to assess your
culture and the impact great leaders make, so that
you can be honest with yourself about the type of
leader you are, and the culture you create among
your team and organization.

Choose a Culture of Intention or Reaction
Most companies would admit their culture is driven
by results and not by people. It’s an occupational
hazard when every person, manager, team,
department, and organization has a target on their
back.
Instead of having your culture define your people,
have your people define your culture. Then, effective
coaching can become a choice and a consistent habit
that aligns with the way people collaborate, engage
and positively communicate with one another to
achieve business objectives. When this becomes the
new normal, that’s the sign that a healthy coaching
n
culture has emerged.

Keith Rosen is the CEO of Coachquest and
best seller author. Find out more here here
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From Sales Process to Buying Journey
The idea of a “sales
process” has been around
since way before I was
offered my first sales role.
The concept has been
heavily promoted by the mainstream sales
methodology vendors and adopted with
varying degrees of effectiveness by many
sales organisations.
ut I’m not sure it was ever an appropriate
metaphor and with the emergence of an
increasingly
wellinformed
customer
community the idea that a complex B2B sale can be
distilled down to a stepbystep sales process seems
increasingly at odds with reality.
This is particularly the case for unfamiliar,
strategic purchases where the customer may have

B
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no recent past experience of the various
considerations involved. As Gartner recently pointed
out, the customer decision journey for these sorts of
purchases is inherently nonlinear and sometimes
verging on the chaotic.
At any point in their decision journey, the
customer can choose to move forward, move
backwards, stay where they are, go around in circles,
put the journey on hold or abandon it all together.
The chances of delay or abandonment increase with
the number of stakeholders in the decisionmaking
group.
These challenges combine to mean that the most
common outcome of these sorts of complex
evaluations is the conclusion that they might as well
decide to “do nothing”. As a consequence  for many
sales people  their most powerful competitor is not
another similar vendor, but the status quo.
So, whilst the idea of a “process” with a
predictable outcome might be applicable to regular,

Bob Apollo

familiar purchases, we can’t really apply the term to
the typical complex buying decision. We can’t
assume or imply that our customer is going to follow
an entirely predictable path or that apparently
similar opportunities will evolve in similar ways.
Nor can we or should we assume that our best
chance of success lies in following a standard series
of sales steps. Now, I’m not suggesting that we
encourage our sales people to go freelance and
make it up as they go along. There are a series of
sales activities (the most important being discovery
and qualification) that are of universal relevance.
It’s just that we need to apply them in the context
of our specific customer’s decision journey, rather
than our own generic linear sales process. And that
means we need to accurately diagnose what sort of
journey our customer is embarked on, and what
phase of the journey they happen to be in right now.
For example, we need to know:
l Whether or not our customer has recent

l

l

l

l

experience of buying similar solutions (or solving
similar problems)
Whether or not our customer has a clearly
defined vision of their desired solution (and the
extent to which we have influenced this)
Whether or not our customer has a welldefined
decisionmaking process, where they are at the
moment, and what they intend to do next
Whether or not they are openminded about
who to do business with or have a preferred
option already in mind
Who will be involved in the decision process,
what influence they have, and whether the
decision group is wellaligned

We also need to identify what phase they had
reached in their decision process when we first
became aware of the project and got involved in the
exercise.
These insights – every bit as much as problem
solution fit  can help us to judge whether they are
likely to buy, whether we are likely to win and

whether the effort is likely to be worth it.
And whilst the actual buying journey itself is
often nonlinear, the phases through which a
successful buying decision evolves (sometimes more
than once!) are somewhat consistent – but their next
step could be in any direction:
l At the start, they are broadly satisfied with the

status quo
l Then something happens to disturb their
l
l
l
l
l

equilibrium
Then they start to explore the situation and their
options
Then they seek to define their decision criteria
Then they aim to select their preferred option
Then they seek to verify their decision and
negotiate the best deal
Finally, they seek final confirmation and approval
to proceed with the project

It’s important to accurately diagnose the current
phase of the customer’s decision journey, and to be
very aware of the point at which we entered their
journey. The later we get involved, our scope for
influencing their thinking is progressively and
significantly reduced unless we can persuade them
to retrace their steps.
But if we engage early and discover that they are
inexperienced buyers, we have the potential to
influence not only their decision criteria but also
help them to navigate the complexities of reaching
an internal consensus amongst the key stakeholders.
Armed with a buyercentric perspective, we can
give our sales people flexible frameworks – a
combination of flexible sales tools and buying
enablers  that serve to influence and support each
customer’s specific buying journey. That’s got to be
way more effective than a onesizefitsall sales
n
centric approach, hasn’t it?

Bob Apollo is the Founder, InflexionPoint
Strategy Partners. Find out more here
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7 Sales Management Landmines to Avoid
Just like sellers, sales managers need skill development and training. So
often they are put into a sales management role because they were a “great
sales rep” and so often, they struggle and make mistakes because their new
role as manager calls for a completely different skill set to succeed.
e also see cases where companies hire
experienced sales managers and tell
them to “go for it” with similarly
disappointing results, usually because the direction
was unclear, or expectations were unrealistic.
Whether you’re a newbie or a veteran, without
sales management training and development you
can easily make mistakes.
Beware of these 7 Sales Management
Landmines to Avoid.

W

1. Enthusiasm without strategy
The quintessential sales manager should certainly be
enthusiastic with a positive attitude that is
motivating and inspiring. But beware. This can also
be a mask for lack of confidence or clarity on what
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the vision, mission, and strategy are for the sales
organization.
We’ve asked very capable sales managers about
their strategy for the upcoming year and get lip
service in return, instead of concrete strategies and
tactical plans. We hear things like, “We’re going to kick
butt this year. Bring it on!” or worse, “Our plan is to
bring in new accounts and grow the business!” Duhhh.
Sorry...no real strategy here. We love the
enthusiasm, but it just doesn’t cut it. Without a
clearly defined gotomarket strategy, there is
nothing to lead, and you will get lackluster results.
2. Mr. Nice Guy
We all want to be liked but being everyone’s friend
and wanting to be liked more than respected is a

Krista S. Moore

major mistake. It creates an environment where
there is little accountability and often no
consequences. The nice guy will avoid crucial
conversations and as a result, problems may not be
addressed at the risk of ruffling feathers or upsetting
the apple cart. Over time, the nice guy builds a
culture of complacency and stalled growth. The nice
guy sales manager definitely finishes last.

Observing your sellers in the field will give you
insight into areas of weakness in your sales process
and in particular individuals. Your job is to make
improvements so that the sales cycle is shortened,
and you are growing your business faster. Get out
from behind your desk and the paperwork. Move
away from your email and cell phone. Be present
and in the moment with your sellers!

3. Mirror, mirror on the wall
The sales manager who doesn’t look in the mirror
and see what others see will never understand what
they need to do to become a better leader. We are
not all perfect but ignoring our weaknesses and
allowing ego to take over creates a monster.
There are so many resources for developing your
personal brand and leadership style. Take the
initiative, read a book, get a coach, and commit to
selfdevelopment. Your job is to get results through
others so be the best that you can be.

6. Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
“I wonder who is going to show up today?” That
question should never come from your sellers’
mouths. Don’t make the mistake of being
unpredictable in how you react, respond or behave.
Your management system and style should
support and lead, not confuse. Be deliberate and
consistent in what you say and how you say it. Be
aware of the impact and influence your actions and
words are having on others. Your “shadow” as a
leader remains long after you are gone.

4. Easily influenced
Experienced salespeople are always selling, and they
will sell you. Don’t let them hide their deficiencies, or
spin sell the results. Don’t let them convince you
that “they got this.” They need direction,
management, and further development to be a
better salesperson.
You need to be providing sales skills training,
regardless of the salesperson’s experience or age. It
is often the “veteran” or the “old pro” who thinks
they don’t need it, and yet they typically need it the
most.
5. Too busy
Sales management is a big job and comes with a
great deal of responsibility. And yes, you are
extremely busy. But being too busy to be engaged
with your sales team is a major mistake. You need to
be present, listening, understanding, and actively
involved. Be in the field and ride along with your
reps. Give them your time, attention, and feedback
as you watch how they perform.

7. Who’s the boss
Sales managers who are not establishing highlevel
relationships at the executive level of top customers
are making a huge mistake. You should be known by
all of your key accounts as the Executive Sponsor.
Do not allow your sellers to be the only one having
customer relationships. Your customers, at the
executive level, need to know you personally, value
the partnership and see you as a trusted adviser.
If you don’t take action, and begin building these
executive relationships, you will find yourself in a
bind if a sales rep leaves or you need to let them go.
Customer retention and loyalty are too critical to
your success and the overall success of the sales
n
organization for you not to be involved.

Krista S. Moore is the Founder and CEO of
K.Coaching, Inc. Find out more here
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How to Show Up as a Strategic Adviser
Big company buyers are
pushing sellers further
towards the end of their
buying process unless the
sellers are prepared to be
strategic decision-making partners. Can
you get there quickly?

S

trategic account sellers—listen to what your
buyers are saying:

l "Don't keep coming at me with your script and

demo. Learn to ask questions that get to the
heart of problems I'm trying to solve to improve
my business."
Buyer quote from Trinity Perspectives Mood of the
B2B Buyer Report, 2018
l “Well, I’d certainly appreciate a seller who did all

necessary research into our industry needs
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beforehand and did not ask unnecessary
questions!”
Buyer quote from CSO Insights 2018 Buyer
Preferences Study
l “We are tired of sellers who are shallow. Who

are focused on their products and solutions and
what they can do. We want sellers who can will
help us devise and achieve strategic outcomes.”
Buyer consensus from my research
If you boil these statements down to action items,
they amount to three questions that buyers want
you to understand before you meet them:
Who am I (my company)? What context am I
operating in (my industry)? What am I trying to
accomplish (my strategy)?
When you are going after big accounts, it’s
worth investing some time to get this right before
your first call. But I know—you don’t have much
time! I will give you some tips to finding the right
information quickly and easily, so you can show up
well on your way to becoming that strategic advisor

Barbara Weaver Smith

that your prospects are looking for.
Who am I? Let’s use Caterpillar as an example. I
picked them at random from the middle of the
Forbes Global 500, a list they’ve been on for 24
years. Caterpillar is a $45B global company with
98k employees in 3 primary segments: construction
industries, resource industries, and energy &
transportation.
The first thing to understand is what part of
Caterpillar you are calling on. The parent company
is public, so information is readily available. If your
company has proprietary data, start there. If not,
simple free sources are Reuters, Yahoo Finance and
the company website. Look for Investor Relations in
the footer of the homepage to find annual reports.
Caterpillar has 732 Corporate Family Members,
including Caterpillar Financial Services  $2.6B
Banking; Caterpillar Global Mining  $2.1B
Machine Manufacturing; Progress Rail Services 
$2.9B Travel & Reservations; Solar Turbine Inc. 
$2B Machinery & Equipment Manufacturing; as
well as Caterpillar Consulting, Logistics, Securities,
Forest Products, Software, Computer Programming,
and countryspecific operations. The subsidiaries
are huge companies. Each Caterpillar subsidiary is
both a unique entity and a functioning part of the
whole. Be sure they know that you understand the
relationships.
What’s Going on in My Industry? If your sales
role is industry specific, perhaps you have the
luxury of deep industry knowledge. But if you sell
products or services into many industries, you have
a challenge to show up with industry awareness
plus an opportunity to leverage your understanding
of how your product operates in other contexts and
to offer outside perspectives. You can’t do that,
however, unless your buyers are confident that you
know something about their industry first.
Do a simple internet search for “top issues in the
global energy industry,” or “challenges in the US
construction industry” or “what’s happening in
global transportation.” You’ll get a page of top
resources. You can tap into two or three in just a

few minutes time.
What’s My Strategy? If you can find a statement
of the corporate strategy, you can craft questions
around it that demonstrate you’ve done your
homework. Ask how any executive’s personal job
responsibilities line up with the overall strategy, for
example. Test how far along the company is in
achieving the strategic objectives; consider how
your company’s products/services align with the
direction their company is trying to move. You will
have a huge competitive advantage in such a
conversation.
Caterpillar embraced a new business strategy
called the Operation and Execution Model in 2010.
Their industries have been and are being disrupted
catastrophically, and it’s important for you to know
that.” Fortunately, the strategy is clearly illustrated
and explained on their website. That’s rare! Do an
internet search on “company name corporate
strategy.” Another place to find the strategy is the
company’s 10K SEC filing, which they submit each
year one quarter past the end of their fiscal year
(typically end of March). All US companies and
foreign companies traded in the US submit a 10K.
Search for “company name 10K 201X” –for the last
calendar year—to find it most easily. Look for the
section called Management Discussion and
Analysis.
One more info practice that I use is searching on
“company name SWOT.” Many data analysis firms,
graduate students and independent researchers
create SWOT analyses on big public firms. Some are
better than others, but if you look at a few, you’ll
get a glimpse of major issues that the corporation is
dealing with—problems and opportunities.
Put these three quick research tactics to work,
and you’ll be on your way to a more strategic sales
role by asking more informed questions within a
n
more robust context.

Barbara Weaver Smith is Founder & CEO at
The Whale Hunters, Inc. Find out more here
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THE JF INTERVIEWS
This month, Jonathan Farrington’s two guests were Dave
Mattson and George Brontén.
This chat with Dave Mattson, CEO & President of
Sandler, and author of bestsellers such as The Sandler
Rules and The Road to Excellence, focuses on Sandler’s
newest initiatives, key business relationships, and emerging
priorities in 2019 as well as the years ahead.
Please listen in here

George Brontén, is Founder & CEO of Membrain.com and
as a lifelong entrepreneur he is always looking for new
ways to achieve improved business results using innovative
software, skills and processes. Jonathan and George discuss why today
why technology is not enough.
Please listen in here

Top Sales Roundtables
TSW Roundtables are a monthly live event providing an expert panel
of immensely successful thought leaders with the opportunity to
share their views and debate the current hot topics. These highly
interactive sessions, which are moderated/hosted by Top Sales
World’s CEO, Jonathan Farrington, welcome and indeed, encourage
audience participation to create a forum like atmosphere.
They always go on air at 12 noon Eastern (5 pm GMT).

The Latest Top Sales Roundtable Recording  Listen Here
WOMEN IN SALES – ARE WE MAKING ADVANCES?

Joanne Black

Barbara Giamanco

Lorraine Ferguson

Missed previous Top Sales Roundtables? You will find them all here

Lori Richardson

Top Sales Post

February’s Top Sales Post
How to Handle the ManyHeaded Hydra of
Sales Technology by George Brontén

I

n ancient days, there was a great sea serpent with
sharp teeth, poisonous breath, and many heads. It
was called the hydra, and it terrorized all who came
near.
Many heroes attempted to defeat the hydra, but
instead ended up at the bottom of the sea. For,
every time one struck off one head of the hydra, two
new heads would grow instantly in its place to
continue the battle.
Against such a foe, none could survive for long.
Though this story is a few thousand years old,
anyone who has wrestled with sales technology can
identify with it.
You purchase sales technology, such as a CRM,
to solve a particular problem in your organization,

only to discover it requires customization in order to
function the way you need it to. When the
customization is complete, you discover that the
changes have caused new problems.
While the technology team wrestles with those
problems, a plugin is purchased to solve a different
problem, and the plugin causes something else to
break. Every time you cut off the head of one
problem, new problems grow instantly in their place.
And if you attempt to add new technologies and
integrate them into your “tech stack”? Your hydra
springs a whole new set of poisonbreathing heads
for you to battle.
That poison breath is killing your sales
effectiveness and sending .... Read Full Article Here

Our 2019 Partners
If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW sponsor
and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.
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